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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Intercomp Wireless Scales Dominate Daytona 500 
 

Minneapolis, MN – In an exciting finish in the 2016 Daytona 500, the Joe Gibbs 
Racing FedEx #11 Team took the checkered flag, the first Daytona 500 win for 
driver, Denny Hamlin. Throughout the race Hamlin and fellow teammate, Matt 
Kenseth, lead a total 135 of the 200 laps to demonstrate the dominance of JGR 
on the track. And while Kenseth would end up finishing 14th due to a last second 
move to take a higher blocking line, the other JGR drivers, Kyle Busch and Carl 
Edwards, would end up taking 3rd and 5th, as the second wave of the JGR strike. 
 
As part of their successful racing strategy, Joe Gibbs Racing turns to Intercomp 
and Microflex™ Precision Four Load Cell Scale Systems for extremely accurate, 
podium-proven setups. The four load cells construction results in higher 
capacities while maintaining the same precision and accuracy people have come 
to expect from Intercomp. These scales also tout virtually zero deflection no 
matter where they tire is touching, for extremely repeatable weight readings 
across the entire face of the scale; even with large amounts of camber. 
 
On top of increased capacity and ultra-low deflection, Microflex scales harness 
the proven power of RFX™ Wireless Weighing to deliver weight readings and 
percentages without cables or wires directly to a wireless indicator or computer. 
Intercomp’s industry-leading, track tested, RFX™ Wireless Weighing Technology 
is the most advanced wireless weighing technology of its kind & is trusted by 
officials and champions in all forms of motorsports. 
 
For further information, please contact Intercomp Racing Sales at 800-328-3336, 
worldwide +1 763-476-2531, fax +1 763-476-2613 or write Intercomp, 3839 
County Road 116, Medina, MN 55340-9342 USA.  Feel free to contact us by E-
mail at highperf@intercompcompany.com or visit us on the web at 
www.intercompracing.com       
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